We introduce the march dl satisfiability (SAT) solver, a successor of march eq. The latter was awarded state-of-the-art in two categories during the Sat 2004 competition. The focus lies on presenting those features that are new in march dl. Besides a description, each of these features is illustrated with some experimental results. By extending the preprocessor, using adaptive heuristics, and by using a new branching strategy, march dl is able to solve nearly all benchmarks faster than its predecessor. Moreover, various instances which were beyond the reach of march eq, can now be solved -relatively easily -due to these new features.
Introduction
The satisfiability (Sat) competitions of the last years have boosted the development of Sat solvers: Each year, several unsolvable benchmarks (within the given time limit), were easily solved the year after. Modern Sat solver architectures can be split into three divisions: Conflict-driven (minisat, vallst, zChaff), look-ahead (kcnfs, march, OKsolver) and local search (AdaptNovelty+, R+ AdaptNovelty+, unitwalk). All solvers mentioned above won a category in the past competitions [9, 10, 11, 15] . Each architecture outperforms the other two on parts of the spectrum of available CNF instances. For instance, conflict-driven solvers dominate on industrial formulas, look-ahead solvers are very strong on unsatisfiable random formulas, while local-search techniques are unbeatable on large satisfiable random formulas.
As a look-ahead Sat solver, early development of march was focused on fast performance on unsatisfiable uniform random 3-Sat formulas. Frustrated by the poor performance on structured instances, we attempted to increase the speed on this latter kind of benchmarks by additional reasoning and eager data-structures. The resulted solver, march eq, is described in detail in [8] . Since equivalence reasoning -an important part of march eq and thus march dl -is not further developed, we will ignore this aspect of the solver in this paper.
The march eq solver was quite successful: It won two (crafted) categories during the Sat 2004 competition [10] . However, various benchmarks -relatively easy to solve by conflictdriven solvers -were still unsolvable by march eq. We developed some enhancements in order to solve several of these instances. These enhancements are the primary focus of this paper.
The usefulness of each enhancement is illustrated by some experiments. We selected a small set of benchmarks for this purpose, since extensive experiments are beyond the scope of this paper. Because look-ahead Sat solvers perform relatively well on unsatisfiable uniform random 3-Sat formulas, we generated 1. 200 of them (100 of 250 variables with 1075 clauses, and 100 of 350 variables with 1500 clauses) as a reference. We added some crafted and structured instances from five families:
• the connamacher family contributed by Connamacher to Sat 2004. This family consists of encodings of the generic uniquely extendible constraint satisfaction problem [3] .
• the ezfact family contributed by Pehoushek to Sat 2002 [15] . These benchmarks are encodings of factorization problems.
• the lksat family contributed by Anton to Sat 2004 [10] . These are random l-clustered k-Sat instances.
• the longmult family contributed by Biere. Instances from this family arise from bounded model checking [1] .
• the philips family contributed by Heule to Sat 2004 [10] . Encoding of a multiplier circuit provided by Philips.
All experiments were performed on a system with an Intel 3.0 GHz CPU and 1 Gb of memory running on Fedora Core 4. The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a short introduction on the look-ahead architecture together with some references to the origin of the techniques. Section 3 deals with two small enhancements to the march dl pre-processor. Two new adaptive heuristics are introduced in section 4, and a new branching strategy is presented in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes with some results on the overall performance.
Look-ahead architecture
Since march dl is a look-ahead Sat solver, we will first provide a brief introduction on its general architecture. This architecture (introduced in [6] ) consists of a DPLL search-tree [4] using a LookAhead procedure to determine a branch literal l branch [14] (see algorithm 1). We refer to a look-ahead on literal l as assigning l to true and performing iterative unit propagation. If a conflict occurs during this unit propagation (the empty clause is generated), then l is called a failed literal -forcing l to be fixed on false. The resulting formula after a look-ahead on l is denoted by F(l = 1). 
for each variable x i in P do 3:
if empty clause / ∈ F and F 2 F 2 then 5:
end if
7:
F := F(x i = 1)
if empty clause / ∈ F and F 2 F 2 then 9:
11:
if empty clause ∈ F and empty clause ∈ F then 12:
return unsatisfiable
13:
else if empty clause ∈ F then 14:
else if empty clause ∈ F then 16:
else 18:
end if 20: end for 21: x branch := x i with greatest H(x i ) 22: return GetDirection( x branch ) Five subprocedures of the LookAhead procedure (see algorithm 2) are common in most modern look-ahead Sat solvers:
• Preselect -In general, performing a look-ahead on all unfixed variables is very costly. Therefore, most look-ahead Sat solvers pre-select a subset (denoted by P) of the unfixed variables in each node of the search-tree to enter the LookAhead procedure. This enhancement was introduced by Li et al. [14] . In each node, variables are ranked based on their occurrences in binary and ternary clauses. Variables with the highest ranking are pre-selected. Some modifications to these pre-selection heuristics are discussed in section 4.1.
• DoubleLook -If during the look-ahead on a literal, many new binary clauses are created (denoted by F 2 F 2 ), the resulting formula is frequently unsatisfiable. The DoubleLook procedure attempts to find a conflict in the resulted formula by performing additional look-aheads. This subprocedure was first implemented in satz to reduce the search tree while solving uniform random 3-Sat formulas [12] . Details on this subprocedure are presented in section 4.2.
• Diff -The look-ahead evaluation function (Diff) used in march dl is identical to the one used in march eq: Newly created binary clauses and reduced equivalence clauses are counted in a weighted fashion. The resulting sum is used as an indicator of the size of the search-tree of the reduced formula. A higher sum suggests a smaller search-tree. For a full description we refer to [8] .
• MixDiff -Combines the two Diff numbers. Let L := Diff(F, F(x = 0)) and
Motivation for this formula is that an ideal branching variable splits the formula into two small search-trees (realized by LR). The L + R addition is used for tie-breaking purposes.
The formula is used in most look-ahead Sat solvers (kcnfs [5] , march eq [8] , posit [6] , and satz [14] ) and originates from [6] .
• GetDirection -Given a branch variable x branch , it pays off (only on satisfiable instances) to choose wisely whether to first enter branch F(x branch = 1) or branch
enters the first, otherwise the latter.
Pre-processor enhancements
In practice, the performance of look-ahead Sat solvers is highly related to the size of the formula: Large CNF's require generally much more solving time regardless the complexity of the underlying problem. Both other architectures do not appear very sensitive to this. Therefore, pre-processing (reducing the size of) the formula is essential for fast performance of a look-ahead Sat solver. march dl simplifies the formula -like march eq -by binary equivalence propagation, detection of failed literals and subsumption of clauses [8] .
Root look-ahead
Unlike the other solvers participating in the Sat competitions, all march versions use a 3-Sat translator in the pre-processor. march dl uses the same translator as the one used in march eq [8] . In the pre-processor, most march versions perform an iterative full look-ahead procedure to reduce the formula. This procedure checks for all literals (full) whether unit propagation will result in a conflict. This is iteratively performed until no new failed literals are detected.
In march eq, this procedure was executed after applying the 3-Sat translator. The resulted formula -after the iterative full look-ahead procedure -frequently contained many dummy (introduced by the translation) variables. By executing the procedure before the 3-Sat translator, generally, less dummy variables have to be used. Table 1 shows some experimental results of the effects -on solving time and number of generated dummies -on performing a root look-ahead before or after the 3-Sat translator. This table gives quite an accurate illustration of the effect of this enhancement: If swapping the execution order of the root look-ahead and the translator results in less generated dummy variables, then less computational time is required. Otherwise, no difference is noticed in solving times too.
Ternary resolvents
While pre-processing a formula, many resolvents could be added. Addition of all possible resolvents will -in general -significantly increase the size of the problem. Even adding only all resolvents of length two in the preprocessing phase, will increase solving time in most cases. Therefore, adding resolvents in march eq is restricted to all binary constraint resolvents [8] , both in the pre-processor and in the actual solving phase. In march eq, we already implemented a prototype procedure adding some ternary resolvents. This procedure is now efficiently implemented in march dl and adds -just after the 3-Sat translation -only ternary resolvents of a certain type: All ternary resolvents are added to the formula that could be created by resolving two ternary clauses:
In this equation, ⊗ x j refers to the resolution operator on variable x j . Notice that added ternary resolvents could be used to create other ternary resolvents using the same equation. The motivation to add these resolvents is first observed in [2] . On uniform random 3-Sat formulas, their addition in the pre-processor reduces on average the computational costs by about 10% [13] . We experimented with the addition of these resolvents on various structured benchmarks. Within our experimental domain, this addition appeared to have either a favorable influence or no influence at all regarding the required computation time. Table 2 shows the number of ternary clauses after the 3-Sat translator (#T trans ) and the number of ternary resolvents that -using (1) -could be added (#T resolve ). The last two columns show the computational cost of march dl with and without this addition. The table convincingly shows the usefulness of adding these ternary resolvents on a wide scale of benchmarks. In only one case the performance is slightly decreased. Since, on structured benchmarks, the far majority of the clauses has length two, this performance boost can be realized by the addition of relatively few clauses.
Adaptive heuristics
Most heuristics used in look-ahead Sat solvers are heavily optimized towards fast performance on uniform random formulas. These heuristics are partly the cause of mediocre performance on structured instances. By developing heuristics that adapt towards each specific instance, we tried to perform well 'across the board'.
Pre-selection heuristics
The main differences between the four march versions submitted to the Sat 2004 competition (march 001, march 007, march eq 010, and march eq 100) is the number of variables pre-selected to enter the LookAhead procedure. Each version pre-selects a fixed number of variables determined as a percentage of the original number of variables. The last suffix ( xxx) denotes this percentage. For instance, while solving a CNF with 1234 initial variables, march eq 010 will pre-select 123 variables in each node of the DPLL search-tree to enter the LookAhead procedure. If, in a certain node, there are less than 123 variables unfixed, all remaining variables will be pre-selected. Hence, deeper in the search-tree relative more unfixed variables are pre-selected. The motivation to use a different percentage in each of the submitted versions originates from the observation that the optimal percentage is benchmark dependent [8] . Therefore, we decided to use more dynamic pre-selection heuristics in march dl. We also observed that -within our experimental domain -the optimal percentage was closely related to the frequency of detected failed literals: When relatively many failed literals were detected, higher percentages appeared optimal. Let #failed i be the number of detected failed literals in node i. We tried to exploit the correlation mentioned above by using the average number of detected failed literals as an indicator for the maximum size of the pre-selected set in node n (denoted by P n max ):
In the above, parameter µ refers to the lowerbound of P max in each node (namely when the average tends to zero) and γ is a parameter modelling the importance of failed literals. During small scale experiments on various structured and random instances, the values µ := 5 and γ := 7 resulted in favorable performance on most instances. Notice that the above adaptive pre-selection heuristics are heavily influenced by the branching strategywhich is also affected by these heuristics.
In most nodes |P| = P max . Only when the number of unfixed variables in the formula is smaller than P max , then all variables are pre-selected -resulting in |P| < P max . It could happen that, during the LookAhead procedure, all variables in P are forced -due to the detection of failed literals. In these cases the procedure is restarted with the reduced formula. The effect of using these adaptive pre-selection heuristics on the performance is shown in table 3. As a reference, three columns are added with the computational costs of modified versions of march dl with static percentages. Although the adaptive variant rarely results in the fastest performance; in general, its performance is relatively -compared to the references -close to optimal. Since these adaptive heuristics are still in an experimental phase, we expect to achieve even better results by further optimizing the settings.
Double look-ahead
The DoubleLook procedure (see algorithm 3) checks whether a formula resulting from a look-ahead is unsatisfiable. It does so by performing additional unit-propagations. Since the computational costs of the DoubleLook procedure are high, it should not be called after every look-ahead. In the ideal case, one would only call it when the procedure would detect that the input formula is unsatisfiable. This could be done by an indicator expressing the usefullness of a DoubleLook call. Li [12] suggests that the number of newly created binary clauses found during a lookahead is an effective indicator whether or not to call the DoubleLook procedure: Many newly created binary clauses during a look-ahead increases the chance that DoubleLook will detect a conflicting formula. Li's solver satz calls DoubleLook if the number of new binary clauses in the reduced formula (after a look-ahead) is larger than a certain constant. We refer to this constant as DL trigger . In satz, DL trigger := 65 is used.
if empty clause ∈ F and empty clause ∈ F then 6:
else if empty clause ∈ F then 8:
else if empty clause ∈ F then 10:
end if 12: end for 13: return F Dubois and Dequen use a slight variation of the above setting in their solver kcnfs [5] . Here, the DoubleLook procedure is triggered when the number of new binary clauses is larger than DL trigger := 0.175 #vars + 5 (#vars refers to the initial number of variables). Both settings of DL trigger result from optimizing this parameter towards the performance on uniform random 3-Sat formulas. On these instances they appear quite effective. However, on structured formulas -industrial and crafted -these settings are far from optimal: On some families, practically none of the look-aheads generate enough new binary to trigger DoubleLook. Even worse, on many other structured instances both DL trigger settings result in a pandemonium of calls of the DoubleLook procedure, which will come down hard on the computational costs to solve these instances.
To counter these unfavorable effects, march dl uses a more abstract parameter DL success . This parameter refers to the aimed ratio of successful calls on the DoubleLook procedure. A DoubleLook call is successful if it detects that the input formula is unsatisfiable. For instance, DL success := 3 4 means that the solver tries to call the DoubleLook procedure in such a way that three out of four calls are successful.
We achieve this success ratio by using a dynamic DL trigger parameter: Depending on the success of a certain DoubleLook call, DL trigger is updated using DL update (see equation (3)). Under the assumption that the number of newly created binary clauses is an effective indicator for the success probability of a DoubleLook call, it is expected that DL trigger will converge to a certain value. In practice either it stabilizes or DL trigger reaches early in the solving phase a high value such that DoubleLook is never triggered in a later stadium.
Experiments show that a wide range of settings of DL success (0.7 to 0.95) result in a similar (fast) performance. In march dl we choose DL success := 9 10 . Additionally, we initialized DL trigger := 0.1#vars. A full description with large-scale experiments to analyze and explain the above parameters and the behavior of the evolving sequence of DL trigger , will be the subject of a forthcoming paper. Table 4 shows the performance (in seconds) of four different approaches: (1) our proposed adaptive heuristics; (2) the one used in satz; (3) the one used in kcnfs; and as reference (4) no DoubleLook at all (used in march eq). The adaptive heuristics are by far the best option within our experimented domain. The down sides of the heuristics used in satz and kcnfs are clearly visible: On average the off setting performs better than both these random-instance-motivated methods.
Local branching
The look-ahead evaluation heuristic H (see algorithm 2) has an unfavorable effect: The selected branch variables only have a high MixDiff value in common. On structured instances this could result in branch variables that are scattered all over the structure. Because no conflict clauses are added in look-ahead Sat solvers, this increases the chance that local conflicts must be resolved multiple times. By branching only on variables occurring in reduced clauses, we try to counter this effect. We refer to this branching strategy as local branching. Clearly, this is not applicable for the first node, because the initial formula has no reduced clauses. Recall that march dl uses a 3-Sat translator in the pre-processing, so all clauses are either binary or ternary. Therefore, local branching in this special case means that march dl only branches on variables that occur in binary clauses that originated from ternary clauses in the initial formula.
This new branching strategy is realized by modifying the PreSelect procedure: Instead of performing the pre-selection heuristics on the whole formula in a certain node, we discard all clauses that also occur in the initial formula (denoted by F initial ). So, only variables occurring in reduced clauses are pre-selected. The resulted procedure is called LocalPreSelect and is shown in algorithm 4. Notice that LocalPreSelect does not only pre-selects different (compared to Preselect) variables to enter the look-ahead phase, it also could select less variables: The number of variables occurring in reduced clauses in the formula of node n could be smaller the P n max .
F initial := F 4:
On some families -satisfiable and unsatisfiable -using local branching resulted in large speed-ups. Two examples of this kind are (1) the ferry family (all satisfiable) contributed by Maris to the SAT 2003 competition [9] and (2) the homer family (all unsatisfiable) contributed by Aloul to the SAT 2002 competition [15] . Table 5 shows the performance of the march versions submitted to the Sat 2004 and 2005 competition on small instances of these families. Clearly, march dl is the only solver that -due to local branching -could solve these instances. On benchmarks where the new branching strategy did not realize such a speed-up, no significant performance gains or losses were noticed. The original motive to implement local branching was to increase the chance of finding autarkies [7] -partial assignments that satisfy all clauses that they "touch". The remaining formula, after removing all satisfied clauses by an autarky, is satisfiability equivalent to the original formula. A pure literal is an example of an autarky. Especially on unsatisfiable benchmarks, detection of autarkies is useful: Unsatisfiability of the remaining formula yields unsatisfiability of the original formula, resulting in a smaller search-tree. This aspect is also shown in algorithm 4: Whenever the formula F in a certain node does not contain reduced clauses -compared to F initial -an autarky is detected. So, F is satisfiability equivalent to F initial . To reduce the computational cost to solve F initial , we restart the DPLL procedure with F. Although many autark assignments were found in various families, none of these detections resulted in significant performance gains. This disappointing result could be explained by the fact that nearly all autarkies were found on satisfiable instances.
Results and conclusions
Five enhancements are presented which were developed to increase the overall performance of march. All were illustrated using some experimental results showing their contribution of reducing the computational costs. For comparisons with other solvers we refer to the Sat competition pages 2. .
The resulted version -march dl -participated in the Sat 2005 competition. It was awarded with three silver and two bronze medals [11] . Unlike previous competitions, march dl performed relatively good on industrial benchmarks too: It ended midway in the final ranking in that category. However, much progress is still required to make look-ahead based solvers competitive on these kind of structured instances.
